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True Fortune Casino Mobile App. True Fortune Casino debuted on the virtual gambling scene at the end

of 2019, and it did so under a Curacao-granted stamp of approval. The gaming suite of the casino is
likely to come up to scratch because all well-liked types of games are available in good volumes.

Although the gaming library of the casino is not that vast , players are promised to have a whale of their
time if they are fascinated with slots, live-dealer games, jackpot games, video poker, or staples, the likes
of blackjack and roulette. Becoming a member of True Fortune Casino provides players with access to
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the creations of a handful of common software developers, including Rival Gaming, Vivo Gaming,
Betsoft, and Saucify, among others. Judging from the promotional deals on offer, this web-based casino

has taken off to a promising start. The sign-up deal is easily the centerpiece , but the cashback bonus
and the loyalty scheme are designed to keep regular customers of the casino satisfied as well.

Payments are another of the pain-points the gaming operator has successfully dealt with as users of the
virtual casino can rely on a broad range of deposit and cashout methods. Digital currencies are

supported as well , which is something many avid casino fans will give plus points for. It is safe to say
that this casino operator puts the entertainment of players first, and therefore, it is not so surprising that

the website of the casino is fully optimized for play on any device. Mobile players will have the opportunity
to access the gaming suite of the casino , wrap up their payments, and redeem the available special

deals without cluttering their tablet or smartphone with extra software as they can bet while being out and
about using a fast-performing browser-based app. True Fortune Casino App Features. The website of
True Fortune Casino is styled to be responsive to devices with smaller screens, thus making it possible
for players to go on with their betting session anytime and anywhere, without any interruption. Although

no downloadable apps are rolled out by the time of writing this review, it can safely be said that the
mobile version of the casino achieves the desired effects . The website loads quickly on devices running

on Android and iOS, and in order for players to power up True Fortune’s mobile version on their
handheld device, they need to input the name of the casino directly in the browser of their device. While

betting on the move, the navigation and the layout of the chosen virtual casino are among the major
contributors to the top-notch experience. While playing at True Fortune Casino, gambling enthusiasts will

be presented with a layout , which is slightly stripped down and void of flamboyant colors. The color
scheme of the casino is prevailed by black, with neon blue appearing from time to time. At the top of the
main page of the mobile casino, players will spot the Join, Login, and hamburger buttons. Tapping on the

main menu button is the way to go if you want to navigate to the on-going bonus incentives , VIP club,
banking page, support, or section dedicated to betting via Bitcoin. Above the fold, gambling aficionados

will see the button, which makes it possible to load True Fortune’s mobile version in English, Italian,
French, Spanish, or German. The live chat facility is pinned right below the main menu button , and a

single tap on it gives players the chance to forward their queries in next to no time. It will not be too much
of a stretch for players to explore the portfolio of the mobile casino while they are out and about. As they

load its mobile version, players can view the titles that were put on the list of the available gaming
solutions recently , as well as the entire assortment of games right off. Below the fold, mobile users will

spot the names of the game-making studios the operator has teamed up with, as well the payment
processors they can opt for while managing their funds . There, players will find shortcuts to the Terms

and Conditions, Responsible Gaming, Security, and Privacy, among others. Naturally, after players sign
into their account, they will get to see some additional tabs that are designed to make the navigation
around the mobile casino smooth and trouble-free. True Fortune Casino App Games. Although the

gaming suite of True Fortune Casino is not that sizable as with some of its counterparts, there is a high
chance for players to find some of their fan-favorite titles . Besides, they will be able to get a feel for the

gaming library of the browser-based app using the fun mode. From a software perspective, members of
the mobile casino should not expect to see the names of dozens of game-making studios . The in-

browser app of True Fortune Casino carries releases that are sourced from the portfolios of Betsoft,
Arrows Edge, Rival Gaming, and Saucify. When they first access the gaming catalog of the casino,
virtual players will notice right away that the titles are distributed between categories such as Video

Poker, Slots, Live Games, and Table Games. The slots selection is the amplest, and as they tap on this
section, gambling aficionados will be prompted to select one of the sub-categories that include Video
Slots, Progressive Slots, and 3-reel Slots. If classic slots are what you most enjoy, the titles that might
live up to your expectations include Big Cash Win, Chicken Little, Loco 7s, Fire Storm 7, Tahiti Time,
among others. Video slots are easily not in short supply, and registered users of True Fortune Casino
will have a great selection of such options to choose between . Some of the worthwhile titles that are

available on the move include Cleopatra’s Coins, Golden Gorilla, Ice Picks, Ocean Treasure, and Coins
of Olympus, among others. Players who are in the market for a whopping prize can decide between titles

such as Strike Gold, Money Magic, and Jackpot Wins. The live-dealer games are sourced from the
portfolio of Vivo Gaming, which is one of the emerging creators of live content . If such games are your

cup of tea, you might be delighted to hear that baccarat, roulette, blackjack, and craps are all accounted
for. The portfolio of the mobile casino might not be that big on video poker, but its members are treated

with the standard raft of such games, including Deuces Wild, Joker Poker, Double Joker, Aces and



Faces, and Jacks or Better. The selection of table and card classics that are playable while members of
the mobile casino are out and about is quite humble , and players can decide between several

blackjack, roulette, and poker variants. True Fortune Casino App Bonuses and Promotions. As they first
load the mobile version of True Fortune, newcomers will notice that the gaming operator does not offer
such a wide range of ongoing special incentives. The sign-up offer is easily the most attention-grabbing
special incentive , which is published on the website of the mobile casino as upon registration, players

will become eligible for a 200% match bonus of up to $2,000. The new-player bonus is indeed quite
bountiful, but players should bear in mind that they will be prohibited from redeeming it if they reside in

territories the likes of Russia, Georgia, Latvia, Bulgaria, Costa Rica, and Ukraine. Members of the
mobile casino will be greeted with this welcome deal, provided that they upload at least $35 to the

balance of their account immediately after they have got on board . The maximum amount newcomers
will be permitted to add to their bankroll in order to redeem the new-player bonus runs into $375. First-
timers who want to trigger a cashout of their winnings need to deal with the 35x turnover requirements

this offer goes tied with . These turnover requirements apply to the free cash and the deposit, which has
attracted the welcome deal. One of the restrictions the new-player bonus goes together with has to do
with the games on which the free cash can be used up. As it turns out, registered users of the mobile

casino will have quite a limited range of options to decide between as the bonus funds cannot be
consumed on video poker, table games, card games, or jackpot slots. Another bonus deal members of
True Fortune can claim while they are on the move is the 100% cashback deal. This offer is available

exclusively on table games , and players will be able to lay their hands on it after they get in touch with the
customer support hosts. The casino operator has made sure that becoming a VIP member will go

together with lots of benefits, and what is even better , it will be possible for players who register for an
account using the browser-based app. True Fortune Casino App Banking. The deposit and cashout

system of the mobile version of True Fortune works without a glitch, which allows players to top up their
account and proceed with their betting session or retrieve the winnings they have accumulated quickly

and with no hassle at all. No commissions are charged or at least when withdrawals are concerned. The
wait times are really short, which undoubtedly works to the advantage of players who are eager to go
down to placing their bets or collect their winnings . What surprised us a bit is that a fee of 3% will be
applied to all top-ins. Payments are one of the departments in which True Fortune shines particularly
brightly, and this claim is fortified by the wide assortment of accepted deposit and cashout methods.

Users of the mobile casino are allowed to top up their account through a range of tried-and-tested
payment processors , including Bitcoin, digital wallets powered by Neteller, ecoPayz, and Skrill,

Mastercard and Visa-branded credit and debit cards, and Jeton. Payments to the mobile casino can be
wrapped up also via Neosurf, PostePay, CASHlib, and Volt. As they might expect, gambling enthusiasts

cannot use all these banking solutions for transactions in the opposite direction. While requesting a
cashout of their winnings, members of True Fortune can settle on ecoPayz, Skrill, Neteller, Jeton, Bitcoin,
and wire transfer. The minimum deposit amount stands at $25, while the least amount players can take

off their account is rather high as it runs into $100 . What surprised us is that if players upload sums
between $25 and $249, the maximum amount they will be allowed to cash out will be worth 10x the

deposited amount. The upper limit on withdrawals per request stands at $1,500, while the monthly limit,
which applies to payments from the casino runs into $10,000. True Fortune Casino App Support.

Players will have the chance to get in touch with the support hosts of True Fortune and ask for assistance
regarding the browser-based app using several convenient and fast-operating contact venues. While

using the mobile version of the casino, gambling enthusiasts will be presented with all main channels of
communication as they can reach the support hosts via email, over the phone, or using the live chat

facility. Members of the mobile casino who live in France and Spain might be more than pleased to hear
that they can speak to the competent support agents using dedicated phone lines. The phone number

residents of Spain need to dial is (+34) 91 290 1420, while players who live in France need to dial (+33)
(0)1 789 00368. Reaching the help desk of the casino is possible also after gambling aficionados dial

(+1) 718 732 0154, which is the international phone number. The friendly and highly-trained support staff
of the mobile casino is always ready to assist players in solving the issues they have encountered also if

they address their queries via email . Depending on the nature of their questions, players need to
forward their questions at support@true-fortune.com or documents@true-fortune.com. Support is offered
also through live chat, and as was the case with the above-mentioned contact venues, it functions around

the clock and in multiple languages. True Fortune Casino App Safety and Fair Gaming. Before they



decide to give True Fortune a chance, avid casino fans are recommended to pay closer attention to all
important aspects such as security, privacy, and the stamp of approval of the operator . True Fortune

Casino complies with the terms of licensure of the Government of Curacao, but even after much digging,
we did not find information about the company, which owns and manages the gaming site. On a more

positive note, True Fortune will keep players’ data regarding their deposits and cashouts through a 128-
bit encryption system . Thanks to this encoding system, the sensitive data of members of the casino will

remain unreadable for swindlers. The casino operator has pointed out that the services it offers are
designed to match the standards of the independent testing agency eCOGRA, but we did not find a seal
of approval issued by it. Finally, the desktop and mobile versions of True Fortune Casino offer sections

that are oriented towards responsible play. In an attempt to protect minors, the operator will stave off
individuals who are under the age of 18 to create an account or play for real money in the casino lobby.

Conclusion. True Fortune Casino offers a browser-based app, which is compatible with a broad range of
devices with smaller screens and provides the same thrill and excitement as the desktop version. While
playing on the go, users of the mobile casino will be kept away from potential threats using an up-to-the-
minute encryption technology , which is easily great news to hear. The mobile version of the casino might
not offer the most ample game selection players have ever seen but at least, they can rest assured that
all fan-favorite types of games are accounted for. Players will come closer to the fortune they might be
seeking, thanks to the bountiful bonus offers and the rewarding VIP club the mobile casino is home to .
The in-browser app ticks all the boxes when deposits and cashouts are concerned as there are lots of

different accepted banking solutions to accommodate all players. 
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